The authors of e-print arXiv:0710.3145 demonstrate effective method of population transfer between two quantum states. The physical base of this and many other phenomena is inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics. This fundamental property of physics needs to be experimentally studied at last.
The phenomenon of complete population transfer between quantum states under sweeping of resonance conditions is known as long as the nuclear magnetic resonance was discovered. There it was obtained the mathematical description on the base of the Bloch equations and the rotating wave approximation model [1] .
Different variants of this phenomenon are actively studied in nonlinear optics till now (see the discussed work [2] and [3] for review). The phenomenon of population transfer is very characteristic for situation in modern nonlinear optics, when interesting and specific phenomena frequently do not have physical explanation. Physical explanation usually is substituted for mathematical description on the base of rotating wave approximation model. However, this mathematical description does not have clear physical sense.
Physical explanation of the full population transfer phenomenon is very simple: we must recognize the fact of inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics. The cross-sections of forward and reversed transitions can and actually differ in many orders of magnitude.
In Fig.1 we show the supposed dependences of cross-sections of forward and reversed optical transitions in two-level system from such parameters as frequency and phase of laser radiation, orientation of molecule in space, the phase of atom vibration in molecule and even the position of the atom in space. Forward optical absorption transition transfers the quantum system from the initial quantum level to the excited quantum state. If after stimulated emission process the quantum system returns exactly into the initial state, we term such process as a reversed transition and its cross-section can exceed many orders of magnitude the cross-section of forward transition. If the quantum system returns into the initial quantum level, but not exactly into the initial state, we term such process as a backward (or partially reversed in some cases) transition and its cross-section can be smaller than for the forward transition because of the integral cross-sections should be equal (the Einstein's coefficients are equal). It is quite clear, that in such case any sweeping of the resonance conditions will lead to full population transfer from initial quantum level to the target one.
If the transition into the initial quantum level is not fully reversed, the quantum system conserves the memory about the initial state. This memory of quantum system can be long-term stored. Such written information looks like as an analog or physical base of the entropy. It is quite probable, that this memory of quantum system is a physical base of such widespread concepts as the entanglement [4] and coherent states [5] .
In fact, the inequality concept was proved already [6] . Although, it is not recognized as yet. We do not need in an additional proofs. We need in experimental measurement of the ratios of cross-sections of the forward, backward, reversed and partially reversed transitions. The main way for such measurements is simple and well known: there are a pump-probe experiments with a sufficiently short laser pulses. In the present case two main demands must be fulfilled:
1-laser beams should be exactly collinear 2-the pump pulse should not saturate the optical transition and the probe pulse should be very weak avoiding changing the distribution of a species on the energy levels.
It is astonishing, that such rather simple experiments are not carried out till now. The crossed laser beams [7] or laser pulses with equal energy [8] [9] [10] are usually used. The most close experiments (known to us now) were carried out recently in [11] . However, the demonstrated results have to do with very limited range of the delay times and the experiments were little complicated by different polarization of pump and probe beams. Such experiments should be continued, of course.
Other interesting possibility to study the fully and partially reversed transitions is connected with using a relatively short laser pulses in experiments in the so-called Bloch oscillations of ultracold atoms in a vertical optical lattice [12] .
In conclusion, we would like once again to point out the importance of experimental study of inequality of forward and reversed processes in optics. Rather simple experimental tools allow to obtain such information.
